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“The Old Home Town Looks the Same....”

Members are challenged to see Wellsboro through their camera lens.
The Grand Canyon
Photography Club
invites
members
and
guests
to
have a creative
and fun evening,
photographing
together at its May
14 meeting. After
a brief business Street views can be enhanced with a variety
meeting at 7 pm of filters and effects. As daylight turns to
at the Gmeiner Art twilight, the possibilities become endless.
and Cultural Center
in Wellsboro, PA, everyone will go out with their cameras and
tripods and photograph the town. In case of heavy rain, the
meeting will be moved inside, but
members should be prepared to
go out if there is light rain or a
brief shower.
Photos, including cover photo,
and text by Bruce Dart

Much like the lyrics of the old song
Green, Green Grass of Home, we are
so familiar with our home towns
that we often find it hard to find
interesting things to photograph
there. We just need to take time
to look and see the wonders that
are really there. And, contrary to
a comment by Photoshop guru Reflections abound and the
Scott Kelby, one doesn’t need to large store windows provide
travel far and wide to photograph ample opportunities for
creative juxtaposisitions

in exotic places.
Actually, in Scott’s
defense, exotic
places CAN be
found in our
backyard. It is
simply how we
look at it.
H i s t o r i c
Wellsboro
has Turning the photo to black and white and
bumping up the contrast slightly emphasizes
lots of interesting
the windows and historic date on the building.
architecture
to Sepia could work too if you want to feature the
photograph and nostalgia.
early
evening
when the light gets
even more interesting,
there are usually plenty
of shadows that also
add
compositional
elements.
Working with other
photographers
is
not only more fun
than always working
alone, it provides an
additional
creative
Traditional views of the county courtboost. Remember, if the house could be accented by backlight on
weather gets “bad” and the flag and an unconventional cropping.
it rains -- as long as you
keep you and your gear
dry -- the photo possibilities increase. Lights of all sorts, even
traffic lights, are reflected in water on the streets.
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All of these images were made in
about a half hour. Then again, I have
wandered around Wellsboro with
my camera before and had an idea
of where to look. These images by
no means exhaust all of the terrific
possibilities but they hopefully
will give some ideas to get started.
Earlier in my career I remember a
photographer (in New England) who
came in from out of town, made lots of
detail-type images around town and
published a book of them. People had
an interesting time trying to figure just
where he found most of the images in
a place they were used to looking but Be careful not to walk on the
not really “seeing.”
grass close to the very old elm
tree next to the chamber office.

As a photo club, we have another Lots of angles can feature this
opportunity to provide some distinctive landmark and addicommunity service. Those who are tional filters can make a photo
willing, and if you agree I will take even more artistic.
care of the details, can provide some
of their better images to the Wellsboro Chamber of Commerce for use in
their brochures and on their web site. I will make mine available and I hope
many of you consider it worthy to do the same. The town of Wellsboro has
been forewarned that we will descend on the main streets like a horde of
tourists. Remember to be safe, courteous, and respectful and we should
have a great time!
A Note from Bruce Dart about the weather May 14:

Weather is one of the challenges of photography. People look at a beautiful
photo of a mountain lake out West and think, “Anybody can do that, you
just have to be there!” Right! Then you learn that there are no roads there
and the guy backpacked for hours and hours to get there for openers. Once
there, the weather turned rainy and he had to wait four days for it to clear
to get that great shot at sunrise. Often we tend to be “fair weather” photographers. The real challenge is when you only have a limited time to create
something nice under adverse conditions.
Changes in the weather might change how and where you look for a great
photo but they should not prohibit you from getting something good... if you
don’t let the weather put you in a box.
We aren’t going to “go at all costs” but if there are possibilities we can be
flexible. Obviously you can’t find sunshine vistas in the rain, but you might
find a rainbow.
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Minutes of April 9, 2013
Vice President Bruce Dart called the meeting to order. He stated
that the minutes from the last meeting and the treasurer’s
report are printed in the newsletter. If there are no corrections,
they will stand as they appear in the newsletter. Bruce informed
the members that president Lee Hoar recently had gall bladder
surgery and is recovering nicely.
Bruce also said he has been in contact with Bob Hancock about
speaking to the group in October. You can see Bob’s work on
Facebook on the Pennsylvania Country Roads page.
In May, there will be no critique and no program. Instead
members should bring their cameras and the group will wander
from the Gmeiner to downtown Wellsboro to photograph. Bruce
told everyone to look for different shots such as reflections in
windows and car bumpers. He will let the appropriate people (the
police department in particular) know that such a large group of
photographers will be wandering the streets at the same time.
In June, the club will meet at Ann Kamzelski’s for our annual photo
shoot. In July, there will again be no regular program. Bruce will

be critiquing the photos from the May shoot.
GCPC will be in charge of the photography exhibit in August at
the Gmeiner. We need people to help organize it. Nancy Bickham,
David Ralph, and Mia Anderson offered to help.
Judith Giddings sent out an e-mail to encourage members to
exhibit their work at the Native Bagel. Nancy Bickham will exhibit
in June. Lillian VanCampen in July. The Warehouse Theater also
needs images for display. Bruce is looking for summer and or fall
photos for that venue.
Bruce introduced the speaker Martha Campbell from the Mansfield
University Art department and her program “Photography
Through an Artist’s Eye.”
After the break, Gary Thompson led the critique on the theme
“Silly/Goofy.”
Respectfully submitted,
Mia Lisa Anderson
Recording Secretary

		

Treasurer’s Report for April 2013
Beginning Balance

$2557.40

Cash IN
Dues

$35.00

Cash OUT
Guest speaker
Ending Balance

$200.00
$2392.40
Respectfully Submitted,
Gary Thompson, Treasurer

Congratulations to Sharon Connolly on
winning a second place medallion in the
March contest at BetterPhoto.com. The
title of her photo is “I Love Spots and Dots”
and the category was animals. View the
high resolution image on the BetterPhoto.
com website.
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Repetition, Repetition, Repetition
Repetitions
are
everywhere. I often
surprise myself by
how much I am
drawn to repeating
elements.
Groups
of things, especially
those in a row, just
seem to attract me.
Whether it is a cluster
of birds on a dock or
a team of tractors at
the fair, I want to take
photographs of them.

Often, the repetition just shows up in front of you and it is simply a
matter of composing the image to include just the repetition. This
was true for both the crab trap and bagpipe band photographs.

Ann-ecdotes
Ann Kamzelski presents tips, techniques,
and creative ideas for
getting great photos.

However, taking a good shot of a repeating row of something can
sometimes be challenging. The whole idea of taking the shot is to
show the repetition, so if you take the image incorrectly you lose
the view or feeling of the repeating pattern.

The train trestle bridge was taken with a wide angle lens. That
image works because of the curve of the bridge which let me
include lots of repetition. For most rows of repeating objects
though, it is best to take the shot from an angle which will cause
the objects to overlap, as with the example of the tractor tires.
Another thing that works well is to switch to a telephoto or zoom
lens, back up, and use the optics to compress the row as with the
royal terns. With the zoom lens technique, you will probably not
be able to get all of the row in focus because of depth of field
issues (I hope you read my article about that a while back), but
even having some of the row blurry at the back still tells the brain
that the repetition continues.

I also really like repetition photos where the subjects are all facing
the same direction (see the fish photo). In the royal tern shot,
all the birds are facing one way except the one who is looking at
the camera. I like that shot and am not bothered by the one bird
facing the wrong way.
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However, with the two images of white pelicans, one is just a
cluster of pelicans grouped together while the other is a nice row
of pelicans all facing the same direction. I like the second image
much better.

The
repeating
elements in this kind
of photograph don’t
always have to be the
same size (water drop
shot) or go in a straight
line (palm frond shot).
The repetition just
needs to be the main
focus of the image
that is taken. You
can say that some of
these
photographs
are bordering on a
pattern, defined as a
discernible regularity
in the world or in a
manmade
design.
But patterns can
take on many more
connotations
other
than a repetition. I’ll
discuss patterns at another time. In the meanwhile, go out and
see how many different subjects you can find with repeating
elements. Just make sure that there are three or more repeats.
Text and images by Ann Kamzelski
Visit Ann’s website at photoartbyann.com/

©Sharon Connolly
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April Critique
Theme: Silly/Goofy

©Mia Lisa Anderson

© Bob Bair

© Bruce Dart

©Jan Keck

© Lonny Frost
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© Paul Bozzo
© Allison Frost

© Gabrielle Knott

©Ken Meyer

© Nancy Bickham

© Judith Giddings

© Bill Giddings

©Sarah Wagaman
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GCPC 2013 Calendar of Events

Meetings are at 7 p.m. on the 2nd Tuesday of every month
at the Gmeiner Center unless otherwise noted.

Mini-solo Shows at the Native Bagel, Central
Avenue, Wellsboro: May, Bruce Dart; June, Nancy
Bickham; July, Lillian VanCampen.

August 13: Program, Destination Morocco, Jack
Preston; Theme, Things You Never Take Pictures Of;
Critique leader, TBA.

The Warehouse Theatre: Contact Bruce Dart if you
have Spring or Summer images to display.
May 14: Program, Street Photography/Your Town,
7:00 - 9:00 pm, Walk from Gmeiner to Diner, bring
camera and tripod. No critique: Submit Spring and
Summer photos over the years to wgiddings@epix.
net for the newsletter.

September 10: Program, Rodeos, Sharon Connolly;
Theme, Railroad/Trains, Critique leader, David Ralph

June 11: Outing at the home of Ann Kamzelski; No
critique.

October 8: Program, Pennsylvania Country Roads,
Bob Hancock; Theme, Barns and Silos, Critique Leader, Ann Kamzelski;
November 12: Program, What’s In The Bag: Photo
Equipment; Theme, Complimentary Colors, Critique
Leader, Sarah Wagaman.
December 10: Holiday Party; Member slide show.

July 9: Program, Street Photos, Bruce Dart, using
members’ photos from May photo shoot; no theme.
Please contact Bruce Dart at bdphoto@ ptd.net if you are interested in displaying your photos at the Native Bagel
or if you have images suitable for display at the Warehouse Gallery.

Mystery Macro
Check out this month’s
Mystery Macro
and send your guess to
wgiddings@epix.net

©Ann Kamzelski
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No one correctly guessed
that last month’s mystery
was an orange sponge!

©Judith Giddings
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May 14 Meeting At a Glance
Program: Street Photography/Photo Walk
No Critique:
Submit your spring/summer photos to
wgiddings@epix.net for the newsletter.
No Refreshments
Set-up: Lonny Frost

Setting Yourself Up For a Successful Photo Walk
Photowalks are a lot of fun and offer a low-stress learning environment that can help you improve your photography
all the while getting to meet and hang out with other photographers. People of all skill levels are encouraged to attend
photowalks and the diversity is all part of the charm. If you’ve been considering going on a photowalk, or even if
you’ve been on one before, there are a few things you should know to help you get the most out of the experience.

Preparation is Key

Pack Lightly - Take what you need and leave it at that. What you need should be a camera, one lens, and a comfy pair
of walking shoes. Maybe a bottle of water if you are concerned about staying well hydrated.... Keep your camera setup
simple. Not only does lugging around a pack full of different lenses get real old, real quick, it also makes it too easy for you.
Challenge yourself by using a single lens for the entire walk. It will force you to think more creatively when composing
your shot. Don’t be discouraged if you think you are missing out on something by not having packed all your lenses, you
are not. Sure, you might have to work a little harder at making it work, but that’s okay, it will help you learn.
Dress Accordingly – We mentioned a comfy pair of walking shoes already, but make sure you check the weather report
and dress accordingly. Bring an umbrella if there is a chance of rain, and sunblock if it’s going to be sunny. Set yourself
up for a successful adventure by coming prepared. Remember, you’re going to take photos and socialize a bit with other
photographers, no need to suffer for fashions sake.
It’s All About Perspective – Yes, it is called a photowalk, but that doesn’t mean you can’t stop, sit, squat, kneel, lean, or
whatever it takes to make a creative, unique photo. If you get stuck on how to compose an image, try looking at it from a
different angle. Walk around it, look down or up to it, get down in the grass and really explore the different perspectives.
Remember, you’re among a group of photographers who, more than likely, will completely understand the great lengths
and relative shamelessness required to get “the shot.” Don’t be afraid to embrace the unspoken creative license you are
given at the start of the photowalk.
http://www.lightstalking.com/setting-yourself-up-for-a-successful-photowalk
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